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Holiday Magic Margaret Curtiss Perry 1978 Includes histories of various
holidays throughout the year and instructions for making decorations,
gifts, party favors, cards, etc. for each holiday, as well as for other
special occasions, such as weddings, birthdays, and graduations.
Creative Lives Leslie Nolan 1997 A fresh new photographic and artistic
interpretation of the daily activities of mid-20th-century New York City.
Peter Schumann's Bread and Puppet Theatre Stefan Brecht 1988
Teaching Curriculum Through the Arts Creative Educational Systems
(Riverside, Calif.) 2000
Great Colonial America Projects Kris Bordessa 2007-06-01 Great Colonial
America Projects You Can Build Yourself introduces readers ages 9–12 to
colonial America through hands-on building projects. From dyeing and
spinning yarn to weaving cloth, from creating tin plates and lanterns to
learning wattle and daub construction. Great Colonial America Projects
You Can Build Yourself gives readers a chance to experience how colonial
Americans lived, cooked, entertained themselves, and interacted with
their neighbors.
George Washington Carla Mooney 2010-11-01 George Washington: 25
Great Projects You Can Build Yourself offers a fascinating look into the
life and times of our nation’s first president. Readers ages 9 and up can
explore Washington’s years as a young Virginia gentleman, his military
battles, and his political contributions to a fledgling nation. 25 hands-on
activities help kids learn about this legendary figure in American history.
George Washington: 25 Great Projects You Can Build Yourself includes
biographical sidebars, illustrations, historical facts that allow kids to
explore George Washington in a fun, hands-on way.
Thomas Jefferson Lawrence S. Kaplan 1998-11-01 This biography of one
of America's greatest political figures focuses on Thomas Jefferson's role
as a maker of foreign policy. Although he was not the sole formulator of

American diplomacy, Jefferson's voice was the most pervasive in the first
generation of the republic's history. This text explores how the concept of
the United States' westward expansion worked as the moving force in
forming Jefferson's judgments and actions in foreign relations. Although
much has been written about Jefferson, this volume is one of the few that
explores the full range of his positions on foreign relations. Readable and
authoritative, Thomas Jefferson: Westward the Course of Empire offers
new insight into the man who shaped American foreign policy.
Dunces & Dragons Khalil Sheehan-Miles 2014-01-14 Magus Breeman has
a cliché and idyllic life, training under the Archmagus Sinyeĭ so that he
can become a wizard. As this state of affairs would be rather boring were
it to continue, the nearby Evil Empire™ kills his master, destroys his
master’s tower, salts the vegetable garden, enslaves the nearby
villagers, and sets fire to everyone in a six mile radius. At this point
Magus swears an oath to destroy the Empire because that’s the sort of
thing you’re supposed do in a fantasy novel. Having chosen his path,
Magus goes on to destabilize three countries, destroy one civilization,
and doom millions of people he has never met to die of starvation.
Mission accomplished.
Jolly Roger and the Pirate Queen
The 13 Colonies: A New Life in a New World! Carole Marsh 2011-03-01
The 22-book American Milestone series is featured as "Retailers
Recommended Fabulous Products" in the August 2012 edition of
Educational Dealer magazine. A like but different, bound together by
common experience but made individual by geography - the original
Thirteen Colonies formed the foundation of the United States of America!
From Massachusetts to Georgia, the colonists learned to survive and then
flourish in an unknown land full of obstacles and the unexpected. How did
they muster the courage, the ingenuity, and the will to persevere? Learn
just what it took in this book:  The Founding Fathers  American Flag-13
Stars and 13 stripes  How the Colonies  Formed  It's Not Easy to Break
Away from the Mother Country  Meeting the Native Americans  Handson Activities  Reproducible Activities  Glossary  Fascinating Facts 
Timeline  And Lots More! The compelling story of America's original
Thirteen Colonies is a meaningful one for all students who seek to
understand how what we learn from History can help us in our own
quests. The true high drama of emotions... the deprivations... the
determination... and the "going the distance" in spite of setbacks has
lessons for all ages, ethnicities, and genders. Read along, and be
inspired! "If they did it, surely I can too!"
The Captain's Rebel C.B. Halverson 2017-04-03 Land. Power. Influence.
Mary O'Malley knows these are the only things that matter in her wartorn country. Determined to win back her ancestral home, she must
embark on a journey across the Atlantic disguised as a cabin boy. But her
ruse brings her under the control of a dangerous sea captain who
demands from her the one thing she will never give—complete and total

submission. Captain Richard Grant runs a tight ship, and he didn't claw
his way up through the ranks of the Royal Navy to be undone by a
headstrong Irish girl hell-bent on jeopardizing his mission and his crew. If
she insists on dressing like a man, then she can take his punishments. He
demands obedience, but his insatiable need for her leads to a complex
game of sex, desire, and dominance not even he can control. Awakened
by the passion Grant stirs in her, Mary finds herself falling for the stern
captain. But when her false identity leads to rumors of her spying for the
French, she must choose between her love for Ireland and the man who
commands her body—and her heart.
The Coast of Akron Adrienne Miller 2006-05-16 "At last, The Coast of
Akron! Adrienne Miller is one of the wittiest and most humane writers we
have, bringing to mind at once Dorothy Parker, Mary McCarthy, and
M.F.K. Fisher." -Dave Eggers Adrienne Miller, in her dazzlingly ambitious
and hilarious first novel, introduces us to the unforgettable Haven family
of Akron, Ohio. This is not your typical Midwestern family, and Lowell
Haven is a most unusual patriarch. He's a seducer, a wannabe aristocrat,
a liar. Jenny, his former wife, was a brilliant artist, but is today a broken
woman with a secret. In the thirty years since Lowell and Jenny met,
Lowell has become a world-famous artist, known for portraits of his
favorite subject-himself. But five years ago, Lowell mysteriously stopped
painting and the world now demands to know: Why has Lowell Haven
abandoned his art? The answer is Merit, Lowell and Jenny's daughter,
who is running as fast as she can from her family. Fergus, Lowell's
partner, Jenny's ex-best friend, and drama queen extraordinaire, dreams
of luring Merit home: the sixty-five-room faux-Tudor mansion where he
lives with Lowell. A lavish party for the Midwestern glitterati is the
perfect excuse. But his delusions of grandeur loom over the gathering,
and his decision to include a certain guest invites disaster. Stretching
from mid-seventies London to the present-day Midwest, The Coast of
Akron is a sharply funny and deeply heartbreaking story about the all-toohuman urge to own what is unownable.
Paper Shapes and Sculpture for School Use Mary Grace Johnston 1958
The Judy Moody Double-Rare Collection Megan McDonald 2011-09-27
Jump-start a Judy Moody collection! This set makes it easy to keep track
of her many hilarious moods. For Judy Moody fans who are partway there
and eager to catch up on more recent escapades, here is the perfect
solution! This double-rare collection features: JUDY MOODY PREDICTS
THE FUTURE JUDY MOODY, M.D.: THE DOCTOR IS IN! JUDY MOODY
DECLARES INDEPENDENCE
Kids Celebrate! Maria Bonfanti Esche 1998 Suggests activities, recipes,
and crafts to celebrate more than one hundred special days, from making
penny rubbings on Abraham Lincoln's birthday to making posters about
fire safety on the anniversary of the Chicago fire of 1871.
Simple Stage Costumes and how to Make Them Sheila Jackson 1968
The American Revolution for Kids Janis Herbert 2002-09-01 Heroes,

traitors, and great thinkers come to life in this activity book, and the
concepts of freedom and democracy are celebrated in true accounts of
the distinguished officers, wise delegates, rugged riflemen, and
hardworking farm wives and children who created the new nation. This
collection tells the story of the Revolution, from the hated Stamp Act and
the Boston Tea Party to the British surrender at Yorktown and the
creation of the United States Constitution. All American students are
required to study the Revolution and the Constitution, and these 21
activities make it fun and memorable. Kids create a fringed hunting shirt
and a tricorn hat and reenact the Battle of Cowpens. They will learn how
to make their voices heard in &“I Protest&” and how Congress works in
&“There Ought to Be a Law.&” A final selection including the Declaration
of Independence, a glossary, biographies, and pertinent Web sites makes
this book a valuable resource for both students and teachers.
Juan de la Rosa Nataniel Aguirre 1999-04-29 Long considered a classic in
Bolivia, Juan de la Rosa tells the story of a young boy's coming of age
during the violent and tumultuous years of Bolivia's struggle for
independence. Indeed, in this remarkable novel, Juan's search for his
personal identity functions as an allegory of Bolivia's search for its
identity as a nation. Set in the early 1800s, the novel is narrated by one
of the last surviving Bolivian rebels, octogenarian Juan de la Rosa. Juan
recreates his childhood in the rebellious town of Cochabamba, and with it
a large cast of full bodied, Dickensian characters both heroic and
malevolent. The larger cultural dislocations brought about by Bolivia's
political upheaval are echoed in those experienced by Juan, whose
mother's untimely death sets off a chain of unpredictable events that
propel him into the fiery crucible of the South American Independence
Movement. Outraged by Juan's outspokenness against Spanish rule and
his awakening political consciousness, his loyalist guardians banish him
to the countryside, where he witnesses firsthand the Spaniards' violent
repression and rebels' valiant resistance that crystallize both his personal
destiny and that of his country. In Sergio Gabriel Waisman's fluid
translation, English readers have access to Juan de la Rosa for the very
first time.
Alzheimer's Activities B. J. FitzRay 2001 Most patients with Alzheimer's
disease (AD) benefit from participation in activities, but identifying and
planning appropriate activies is often a challenge, especially for family
caregivers. This book is packed with creative ideas for everyday and
special-occasion activities, caregivers' anecdotes, helpful tips, interesting
facts, and encouragement.
A Sharpness on the Neck Fred Saberhagen 2020-08-03 In 1792, Philip
Radcliffe, the bastard son of Benjamin Franklin, comes to France to
deliver a letter to Thomas Paine--only to get caught up in a conflict far
more horrifying than the Revolution. By foiling a powerful vampire's
attempt at fratricide, Radcliffe dooms himself and his descendants to
suffer the vampire's eternal vengeance. In present day, Philip and June

Radcliffe are kidnapped on their honeymoon. Their captor, a mysterious
Mr. Graves, swears that he aims to protect them. Yet as the thrilling story
unfolds, involving Napoleon, the Marquis de Sade, and the Scarlet
Pimpernel, as well as Jerry Cruncher and Detective Dupin, the young
couple refuses to believe him--a mistake that is certain to cost them their
lives.
Phantasms of Matter in Gogol (and Gombrowicz) Michal Oklot 2009-01 An
investigation into the problem of writing about matter in Nikolai Gogol's
work and, indirectly, into the entire Neoplatonic tradition in Russian
literature, this book is not intended to be an exhaustive historical survey
of the concept of matter, but rather an effort to enumerate the images of
matter in Gogol's texts and to specify the rules of their construction. The
trajectory of the book is directed by movement from Gogol to Gogol. Its
major assumption is that Gogol successfully develops a language for
grasping the Neoplatonic concept of matter and subsequently rejects it,
abandoning literature. Since then, the Gogolian form [sic!] of the image
of a sheer negation of form has recurred frequently in Russian literature.
Yet the direction of the movement is always towards Gogol. Somewhere
at the margin of this circular trajectory, one can inscribe a Polish writer,
Witold Gombrowicz, who established, one hundred years later, a similar
rhythm governing Polish literature: from Gombrowicz to Gombrowicz.
Plays 1943
The Casanova Papers Kate Zarrelli 2020-06-05 Ellie Murphy takes a
contract teaching English at a school in Venice, Italy. There she meets the
sexy enigmatic Professor Piero Contarini, from an ancient Venetian
family, and agrees to help him in his work curating a new edition of the
memoirs of the famous seducer, Giacomo Casanova. Taking their task
seriously, they start to enact his adventures with each other, ecstatically
revealing their own kinks as they do so. But who is watching them from
the shadowy alleyways of Venice?
The Silent Duchess Dacia Maraini 2000 The international bestseller from
Italy's foremost woman writer--now in paperback.
Halfway to a Vineyard Anthony Mays 2017-08-02 Sam Champion is a
military man through and through. A pilot in the United States Coast
Guard, his dedication and skills serve to save lives. However, his wife is
not thrilled about the perils of his chosen career. With another child on
the way, she convinces him to hang up his uniform in exchange for a
safer occupation. They move to the northwest coast – to her namesake
family vineyard situated in the hills of California’s Humboldt County.
Although growing grapes in Sherry’s Vineyard is an alien concept to Sam,
her father becomes his mainstay in learning everything about the wine
industry. However, his mentoring comes to an abrupt halt when tragedy
strikes. Lack of evidence that supports their suspicion linking a local
marijuana kingpin to the shooting of her father weighs heavily on them.
As they struggle to accept her father’s loss, the vineyard itself becomes a
pawn in a game that may well end badly.

History Comes Alive Teaching Unit Jacqueline Glasthal 2003-03 A fun,
learning-packed teaching resource that will help your students remember
American history!
The Wonder Lover Malcolm Knox 2017-01-01 This is the story of John
Wonder, a man with three families, each one kept secret from the other,
each one containing two children, a boy and a girl. As he travels from
family to family in different cities, he works as an Authenticator, verifying
world records, confirming facts, setting things straight, while his own life
is a teetering tower of breathtaking lies and betrayals. Some books read
as if they are touched by magic, so wondrous and astonishing is the
experience of immersing yourself in them. That's how I feel about The
Wonder Lover. It is written with confidence and daring, with a joyous
freedom and a love for story and language that is only possible when an
artist has truly mastered their craft. It is a compulsive and thrilling read,
a dazzling achievement. There is a word that should be used very rarely
but I believe is absolutely right for this book: The Wonder Lover is
superb. Christos Tsiolkas, author of The Slap
Girlhood and the Politics of Place Claudia Mitchell 2016-01-01 Examining
context-specific conditions in which girls live, learn, work, play, and
organize deepens the understanding of place-making practices of girls
and young women worldwide. Focusing on place across health, literary
and historical studies, art history, communications, media studies,
sociology, and education allows for investigations of how girlhood is
positioned in relation to interdisciplinary and transnational research
methodologies, media environments, geographic locations, history, and
social spaces. This book offers a comprehensive reading on how girlhood
scholars construct and deploy research frameworks that directly engage
girls in the research process.
Judith Brian Talbot Cleeve 1978
World Collectors Annuary 1996
Multicultural Projects Index Mary Anne Pilger 2005 This updated and
expanded fourth edition of a popular reference book for teachers and
librarians to use in planning interesting extension projects, holiday
events to promote diversity, and cross-cultural understanding indexes
725 new books and features over 1,000 indexed projects. Indexes build
on the previous three volumes. The book is indexed by subject and author
and features indexes to educational games, crafts, activities, and more. It
will be particularly useful to educators for use in the social studies
curriculum, but also valuable to daycare providers and parents. Booklist
and Appraisals and others favorably reviewed previous editions.
Complete bibliographic information is given for all books indexed. Grades
K-8.
The Blooding of Jack Absolute Chris Humphreys 2011-09-29 The brilliant
prequel to JACK ABSOLUTE... London 1759 and Jack's life is easy. A
scholar at Westminster School, a master with cricket bat or billiard cue,
the leader of a gang of bucks about the Town, he has both a girl he

worships and a courtesan teaching him the more basic arts of love. Yet
he plans to give up all carousing, sit the examinations for Cambridge, find
a career in any field he chooses. If he can just stay out of trouble for one
night... From the billiard halls and brothels of London to a clash of
Empires on the Plains of Abraham, Jack's life is forever altered by the
tragedies of that night. Through duels, battles, frantic escapes and a
brutal winter spent in a cave in Canada, the schoolboy will vanish, and a
man appear. But first he must learn to kill. To come of age, Jack Absolute
must be blooded.
Heirloom Baking with the Brass Sisters Marilynn Brass 2011-09-07 We all
have fond memories of a favorite dessert our grandmother or mother
used to bake. It's these dishes that give us comfort in times of stress,
help us celebrate special occasions, and remind us of the person who
used to bake for us those many years ago. In Heirloom Baking, Marilynn
Brass and Sheila Brass preserve and update 150 of these beloved
desserts. The recipes are taken from their vast collection of antique
manuscript cookbooks, handwritten recipes passed down through the
generations that they've amassed over twenty years. The recipes range
from the late 1800s to today, and come from a variety of ethnicities and
regions. The book features such down-home and delicious recipes as
Brandied Raisin Teacakes, Cuban Flan, Cranberry-Orange Cream Scones,
Chattanooga Chocolate Peanut Butter Bars, and many more.
Accompanying the recipes are stories from the lives of the families from
which they came. The Brass Sisters have taken care to update every
recipe for todays modern kitchens. More than 150 photographs showcase
the scrumptious food in full-color detail. Finally, the Brass sisters
encourage each reader to begin collecting his or her own family recipes in
the lined pages and envelope at the back of the book.
Annual Report - National Gallery of Art National Gallery of Art (U.S.).
1989
Teens Have Style! Sharon Snow 2013-03-18 Authors Sharon Snow and
Yvonne Reed present fashion as a way to offer a fun and interesting
program for teens in the library—and not just for girls. Today's fashionsavvy teenaged guys are just as likely to be eager participants.
A Scholar Collects Philadelphia Museum of Art 1980
Zac Zap The Great Big Canoe Race Michael Verrett
This Is How It Really Sounds Stuart Archer Cohen 2015-04-21 Ranging
from the wicked noir Shanghai of 1946, to the echo chambers of
Hollywood, to remote, snow-covered mountains, Stuart Archer Cohen's
This Is How it Really Sounds follows three men, each in search of a
different life. Small-town Alaskan "Harry" Harrington is a legend in a
small circle, once the world's greatest extreme skier, racing avalanches
and knocking back flips off of cliffs. Peter Harrington is a world-famous
financier, hated across the globe for making hundreds of millions of
dollars on his hedge fund, and fleeing New York to begin a new venture in
Shanghai. Finally, there is Pete Harrington, a middle-aged rock star, now

touring third-tier venues and fleeing bankruptcy, but hoping that one
great new song can rescue him. All are seeking something that has
slipped away--youth, power, purpose, magic; all are wonderful creations,
whose strangely familiar lives and dreams become unforgettable.
Mingling wickedly-funny satire with heart-stopping adventure, This is
How it Really Sounds explores the seductive power of the unlived life,
and what happens when you finally grasp it.
Social Studies Through the Year Teacher Created Materials Inc
1999-04-01 Loaded with social activities for the whole school year for
primary grades.
Covers of the Saturday Evening Post Jan Cohn 1995 Three thousand and
five hundred reproductions include virtually every cover of the America's
most popular magazine during its entire run, from 1899 to 1969,
complemented by an essay tracing the magazine's evolution. 15,000 first
printing. National ad/promo.
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